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A method for calibrating the spatial coordinates
of a visual display to high accuracy

LAURENCE T. MALONEY and KYUNGHEE KOH
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

High-resolution CRT displays are subject to geometric distortion: lines that are straight in the
internal coordinates of the graphics software and hardware are curved when projected onto a
plane in the observer's line of sight. As the available resolution of CRT screens increases, it be
comes more difficult to measure and correct for this distortion. We present a simple, highly ac
curate method for determining the mapping between internal coordinates and the viewing plane.
It requires that an observer, using a calibration program, adjust triples of displayed points until
they are collinear. A metal straightedge placed between the observer and the screen aids in this
judgment. We describe the calibration of an IBM Enhanced Graphics Display in high-resolution
mode (350 x640 pixels), and illustrate how to use the estimated mapping to choose internal coor
dinates to draw undistorted figures that are accurate to within 0.5 pixel. The method can be used
to assess or to correct the accuracy of visual displays. The method is relevant to experiments
in spatial vision, spatial perception, perception of dot patterns, and any application in which geo
metrically accurate stimuli are required.

Consider the viewing geometry of Figure I. The ob
server, whose head is immobilized by a chinrest or bite
bar, views a CRT screen that is behind a large white sur
round. With proper choice of lighting, the observer sees
onlythe information displayed and cannot see the (curved)
surface of the screen or other detailsof the CRT. For the
experimenter's purposes, the CRT information is effec
tively projected onto a plane perpendicular to the line of
sight, the viewing plane. Suppose a grid pattern of lines
that are horizontal and vertical in the internal coordinate
systemused to address locationson the CRT is then dis
played.1 The straight, orthogonal lines typically cor
respond to loci in the viewing plane of the observer that
are neither straight nor orthogonal. The deviations from
linearityand orthogonality representgeometric distortion
(Rosenfeld & Kak, 1976, pp. 175-179).

Figure 2, for example, shows loci of points in internal
coordinatesthat all map to the left edgeor to the top edge
of a rectangle in the viewing plane that occupies about
90% of the vertical and 90% of the horizontal extent of
the addressablearea of an IBM EnhancedGraphics Dis
play (EGD) in high-resolution mode. The rectangle is
shown in heavy black. The two plots are drawn next to
the part of the rectangle to which they correspond. The
pointswere alignedon the viewingplane with a straight
edge adjusted to be horizontal or vertical. If no geo
metric distortion were present, the internal coordinates
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Figure 1. The observer viewing monocularly with a chinrest sees
points on the CRT screen behind the brightly lit baftle but cannot
see the curved surface of the CRT screen. The points are effectively
projected onto a viewing plane perpendicular to the line of sight
toward the CRT.

for the left and top edge wouldlie on straightverticaland
horizontal lines, respectively. The largest error found in
mapping the edges of the rectangle is 6 pixels in the
horizontal direction; the largest in the vertical direction
is 4 pixels. The degree of distortion is small but readily
visible, the two edgesare nonorthogonal in internalcoor
dinates, andthe topedgeis visibly curved. It is thesesmall
but readily visibledistortions across the entire screenthat
we sought to eliminate.

For manyexperimental purposes, suchdistortions may
be tolerated. Alternatively, stimuli can be confined to a
small region of the screen that is "flat." When the ex
perimental stimuli require the full extent and resolution
of the screen, however, the distortion encountered in map-
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and they indicate at whatlocation thepoint (x,y) in inter
nal coordinates will mapin external coordinates (u,v). The
twomapsD" andD: can be thought of as a single vector
valued function:

Figure 2. Plots of the internal coordinate pairs that map to the
left and top edges of a rectangle in the viewing plane that occupies
about 90% of the vertical and 90% or the horizontal extent of the
addressable area of the IBM Enbanced Grapbics Display (EGD)
used. The vertical internal coordinate axis on the IBM EGO runs
from top to bottom as shown. The upper left corner of the rectangle
corresponds to the internal coordinates (20,40). The two plotting
symbols identify the two obseners.

Rosenfeld andKak (1976) described howto useaccurate
measurements of external coordinates to fit the function
15. Oncean estimate of 15 is available, geometric correc
tion is straightforward. All figures to be displayed are
generated in terms of external u,v coordinates. For each
point (u,v), an internal point (x,y) is found that maps as
closely as possible to (u,v) by inverting D:

(x,y) = fj-I(U,V). (3)

jj-I is calledthegeometric correction function. The com
puted internal coordinates are displayed through the usual
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Next, the corresponding internal coordinates (x/,Y/) cor
responding to each (u/,VI)pair are computed using Equa
tion 3 and a program similar to INVERT2. Thenthe in
ternal coordinates (x/,y/) that lie on a geometrically
corrected circle are displayed.

The problematic step in the use of this method is the
estimation of 15, the geometric distortion function. To
measure (u,v)directly for any (x,y) requires measurement
of the absolute location of points displayed in the view
plane. The higher the resolution available for a given
screensize, the moreaccurate the measurement mustbe
to get full benefit from the added resolution. The physi
cal spacing between pixelsin thehorizontal directions on
an mM EGD, for example, is about0.4 rom. Accurate
calibration of the screen by the methods outlined by
Rosenfeld andKak (1976) requires that one measure ab
solutelocation in the externalview plane to comparable
resolutions. In attempting to calibrate an ffiM EGD, we
couldnot achieve the levelof accuracy required withthe
equipment available to us. We attempted, for example,
to photograph test patterns on the CRT screenand make
calibration measurements on enlargements of the photo
graphs. The photographs provedto be too distorted (by
the optics of the camera used) to permit calibration by
this method.

In this article, we describe a novel method that does
not require measurements of position or separation and
thatpermits accurate estimation of15and15-1 to thelimits
of accuracy of thegraphicdevice considered (0.5 pixel).
The method requires only a metal straightedge. Withex
perience, initial calibration measurements of a CRTcan
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graphics software/hardware. The geometric correction
function andthegeometric distortion function cancel, and
the pointappears precisely where desired (up to the reso
lution of the internal coordinates) .

The inverse of the function 15 at (u,v) can be com
puted by any of a number of numerical techniques. In
particular, the problem of inverting 15 can be reduced
to the equivalent problem of finding a root (x,y) of the
function D(x,y) - (u,v), since, of course, this function
is 0 only if 15(x,y) = (u,v). The program INVERT2 (see
Appendix A) uses a generalization of the Newton
Raphson root-finding method to compute 15-1 when the
geometric distortion function 15 is specified bytwoquad
ratic polynomials in (x,y). INVERT2 is easily general
izedto compute V-I for any differentiable Vas described
by Press, Flannery, Teulosky, and Vetterling (1986,
pp. 269-272).

For example, suppose we wish to drawn + I points that
are equally spaced along the quarter circleof radius r cen
tered on (0,0). In (u,v) coordinates, the coordinates of
the points are computed as follows:

(2)

(1)

(u,v) = D(x,y).
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ping internal coordinates to the viewing plane must be
measured and countered. -

If the locations at which pointsare actually displayed
on the screencan be measured, the geometric distortion
can be countered as follows: Establish an external coor
dinate system in the viewing plane of the observer. Ac
curately measure the position of many points withknown
internal coordinates (a testpattern) inexternal coordinates.
Geometric distortion functions (usually polynomials) that
map the internal coordinates to the external coordinates
are fit. Thegeometric distortion functions are of the form

u = D"(x,y)

v = DV(x,y),
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be completed in 2 h. An abbreviated procedure that takes
under 30 min can then be used to monitor the calibration
of the CRT to see whether it drifts over time. We present
the results of our calibrations of an mM EGD, one of
the more common types of CRT available. The calibra
tion method is based on mathematical results that are sum
marized in a later section. We also describe the method
for testing the results of the calibration procedure to de
termine the accuracy and stability of the estimated geo
metric distortion function.

All of the estimation and correction algorithms de
scribed in this article are implemented in FORTRAN 77.
Listings of the programs are available from the authors. 2

The Calibration Method
To begin calibration, an observer must be positioned

at a particular vantage point, preferably with a chinrest
or headrest to stabilize viewing. The estimated distortion
function applies only for that vantage point. If the sur
face of the screen is curved, lines that appear straight when
viewed from straight ahead will generally be curved if
viewed from an off-axis vantage point. We performed all
calibrations with two observers, both viewing the screen
monocularly. The method requires only that an observer
adjust points displayed on the viewing plane to lie along
a straightedge interposed between the observer and the
CRT. No judgments of distance between points are
needed. The calibration data are used to estimate the geo
metric distortion function 15.

The observer's subjective judgments of "straightness"
are not required in these measurements. The only require
ment is that the observer bring the points into alignment
with an objective criterion of straightness, the straight
edge. If the observer wears markedly thick glasses or has
vision uncorrected for astigmatism, he/she may actually
perceive the aligned points as noncollinear. The coinci
dent straightedge will be seen as curved to the same
degree. Whether the observer perceives the final align
ment as collinear is irrelevant.

The geometric function 15 can be thought of as being
composed of two components, the linear distortion and
the nonlinear distortion. IfD consisted only of linear dis
tortion, then lines in internal coordinates would map to
lines in external coordinates, but orthogonal lines in in
ternal coordinates need not map to orthogonal lines in ex
ternal coordinates. Figure 3a illustrates linear distortion.
A linear distortion of a flat screen is equivalent to view
ing the screen from some other viewpoint: it induces an
affme transformation on the external coordinates.
Figure 3b illustrates nonlinear distortion: lines in inter
nal coordinates are curved in external coordinates. If the
screen is flat, then the nonlinear component will be cor
rected by the calibration procedure for all vantage points,
but ofcourse the linear component will change with view
ing perspective.

We describe two types of calibration measurement,
which we term Procedure 1 and Procedure 2. Procedure 1
gathers the information needed to estimate the nonlinear

component of 15, and Procedure 2 gathers the informa
tion needed to determine the linear component. It is easy
to estimate the linear component: as few as two measure
ments using Procedure 2 are needed. The bulk of the
measurements taken will therefore be of the first kind.
Both measurements can be performed by means of a sim
ple calibration program, called CAlm, whose capabili
ties we describe next.

CALm displays three points (pixels) on the CRT
screen. The observer is able to individually move the three
points around the screen. We used the cursor pad of the
mM PC/AT to which our CRT was attached. A joystick,
if available, can also be used. The observer must be able
to select anyone of the three points and move it to any
position on the screen. At any point, the observer must
be able to signal the computer to record the locations of
the three points on an output me. These recorded posi
tions are the calibration information.

For Procedure 2, only two points are actually needed,
and one of the two will never be moved. Therefore, a
modified version of CALm was used for Procedure 2
(although we could have used CALm).

Procedure 1. A straightedge is placed near the screen
between the screen and the observer. We positioned the
straightedge by simply clamping it to two 2 x4 boards that
were clamped in turn to each other. The resulting com
plex could easily be slid about to reposition the
straightedge.

Once the straightedge is positioned, the observer uses
the program CAlm to position the three points along the
straightedge as accurately as possible. We found that the
physical width of a single point displayed in isolation (the
point-spread of the CRn was several pixels wide, and
that we could use the edge of the straightedge to bisect
the point and reduce its apparent intensity. If one point
of the three was much dimmer or brighter than the others,
it was not an equivalent distance from the straightedge.
We therefore used brightness cues to check that we had
successfullyaligned the three points. Accuracy using com
bined cues was superior to the resolution of the screen.
We determined experimentally that observers could make
the required judgments of collinearity with high reliabil
ity « 0.6 sec ofarc). (We were able to repeatedly repo
sition a point at exactly the same horizontal position along
the straightedge for a given vertical position.)

The only requirements regarding the position and an
gle of the straightedge are that at least three significantly
different angles be used and the positions should more
or less cover the screen. The exact angles and positions
of the straightedge are not important to this method; they
may be set by eye without ruler or protractor. Each tri
ple should span the width and/or height of the screen. The
triples of collinear points should be uniformly distributed
across the screen. The basis for these claims are outlined
below when we present the mathematical results under
lying this method.

We made 145 collinearity judgments in order to pro
vide data to estimate the nonlinear component of the goo-
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metric distortion D. These judgments indicate nothing
about the linearcomponent, becausea linear transforma
tion preserves collinearity. Put another way, the Proce
dure 1 measurements tellaboutthedistortion of thescreen
up to a lineartransformation. Ifwecorrect for thesecom
ponents, we only guarantee that the unit square in cor
rected coordinates would map to a parallelogram, as in
Figure 3a. What must be done next is to pin down the
unit square of the corrected coordinates.

First, the positions of two pointsare defined. Theseare
not measurements, but rather arbitrarychoices. Basically
they pin down, say, the upper leftand lowerrightcomers
of the unit square. We assert that the internalpoint (xo,yo)
will map to the external point (uo, vo) and that the distinct
internal point (X.,YI)willmapto the external point(U.,VI)'
The two x-coordinates must be different, the two u
coordinates mustbe different, the twoy-eoordinates must
be different, and the two v-eoordinates must be differ
ent. Any two points subject to these restrictions can be
selected, but it is best to pick points near the edges of
the screen that are widely separated in both the x- and
y-dimensions. Figure 4 shows our choice of two points
for the mM EGD. We set up our external (u,v) coor
dinatesso that the specific point (xo,yo) is mapped to (0,0)
and a second point (XI,yI) is mapped to (1,1). To com
plete the calibration, only two more points need to be

A

specified, as shownin Figure 4. The horizontal and ver
tical directionsare definedby specifying a point directly
below (Uo,vo) and one on a level with (U.,VI). More for
mally, we specify an internal point (X1,Y1) that maps to
the externalpoint (Uo, V1) and an internalpoint (X3,Y3) that
maps to the external point (U3,V I), Procedure 2 is used
to obtain two such points.

Procedure 2. The programCALm mustfirst be set up
to display one point at (Uo, vo) by displaying the point
(xo,Yo) in internal coordinates. With the aid of an assis
tant who movesa vertical straightedge, the observer p0
sitions the straightedge in front of this point. (We used
a large carpenter's square with one side set on a refer
ence surface [a table] to define vertical.) The observer
then adjusts a second point using CALm to be directly
below the firstusingthe straightedge aligned withthe first
point. This gives (X1,Y1). Then (X3,Y3) is estimated analo
gouslyusinga horizontal reference. Thesemeasurements
maybe repeated to guardagainsterror, butonlytwomea
surementsare actuallyneeded. Figure 2 showsthe inter
nal coordinates of the many measurements'madeby two
observers in our calibrationsof the mM EGD. We ulti
matelyusedonly two of these. Note that we do not know
(or need to know) V1 or U3. We know only information
about collinearity and orthogonality plus the coordinates
we have defined. No length measurements or measure
mentsof absolute position havebeentaken. Thetwokinds
of information described are all the information needed
to estimate 15, as described in the next section.

FIgure3. Unear andIIOIIIIne8r geometric distortion.The Ieft-band
figures are iD internal coordinates, the right-band figures iD exter
IIlI1coordinates. The top plIir of plots exhibits a purely linear dis
tortion iD passing from iDternal to external coordinates. The bot
tom pair exbibits a nonlinear distortion.

Mathematical Basis of the Method
The mathematical justificationfor this method is sum

marized in the following propositions.3

Proposition 1. LetD: R1 ~ R1be continuous and one
to-one. Suppose D mapsany set of collinearpointsto col
linear points. Then D is a linear (affine) mapping.

Proposition 2. LetD: R1 ~ R1be continuous and one
to-one. Let 8, (i = 1, 2, 3) be distinct angles in (0,'..).
Suppose D maps lines of angle 81to lines of angle tPh
linesof angle 81 to lines of angle 81 , and linesof angle 83

to lines of angles tP3, where the tP, is also a distinctangle
in [0,'1'). Then D is a linear (affine) mapping.

The first propositiontells us that all possiblecollinear
ity measurements taken togetherdeterminethe nonlinear
part ofD. Thesecond proposition is thebasis for theclaim
above that we must take data at at least three different
angles.

These results do not guarantee that any finite set of
measurements will result in a reliableestimateof the dis
tortionfunction of a specific CRT. We haveto verifythat
any estimateddistortion function is accurate and stable,
as describedbelow.These resultssimplymotivate thede
sign of a measurement techniquebased on judgmentsof
collinearity.

Estimation of the Geometric Distortion Function
_ Rosenfeld and Kak (1976) outlined howto approximate
D by polynomials in twovariables by fitting measurements
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Figure 4. The points defined and measured to pin down the linear
component of the distortion function. Points A and B in internal
coordinates are declared to be the points (0,0) and (1,1) in external
coordinates. Point C is alignedto be directly below point A (using
Procedure 2), and point D is aligned to be on the same level as B.
These points define a coordinate system.

(5)P(D) = QD)+{30(D).

C penalizes noncollinearity, and 0 represents the penalty
for failing to fit the fixed points. {3 is a weightthat deter
mines the relative importance of the two kinds of con
straints. Since the value of C is unaffected by a linear
transformation and the value of 0 can be set to zero by
a linear transformation, the value of {3 cannot affect the
global minimum. {3 affects onlythe searchprocess,speed
ing it or slowing it. We choseto make(3 equal to 10,000.

Next, the two constraints in the penalty equation are
defined. The term 0 is easily specified. We want (xo,Yo)
to map to (0,0), (xt,Yt) to map to (1,1), (X2,Y2) to map
to (O,?), and (X3,Y3) to mapto (1,1), where"?" represents
"don't care." The corresponding penalty is

O(D) = D"(XO,yO)2 + DV(XO,yO)2

+[D"(xt,yt)-1]2 + [DV(xt,yt)-1]2

+D"(X2,Y2)2 + (Dv(X3'Y3)-1)2. (6)

ways be done as we may locate the origin in the external
coordinatesystemwhereverwe wish. As a consequence,
the polynomial Dmaps(0,0) internal to (0,0)externaland
it is easy to verify that tlo and b« are always 0 and need
not be estimated. Only the 10 (quadratic) or 18 (cubic)
remaining coefficients need to be estimated.

The estimates of the unknown coefficients are chosen
to minimize a penaltyfunction that punishes failures to
map points measured to be collinear to collinear points,
fixed points to corresponding fixed points, and points
measuredto be directlyaboveor to the side of each other
to points thatare so. The penalty function P will be a func
tion of the choice of polynomials 1J" and D" and the
calibration measurements. It is denoted as P(D). We seek
to find the polynomials Dwithcoefficients that minimize
P(D).

Appendix B contains one of the estimation programs,
EST2, as an example. EST2is writtenin FORTRAN 77.
It implements the estimationprocedure in the quadratic
case and uses the downhill simplexmethoddescribed in
Press et al. (1986, pp. 289-293) to minimize the penalty
function. The primary virtue of this method is that it is
extremely easy to implement. We also estimated poly
nomial approximations to 1J" and D" using the program
STEPIT (Chandler, 1965).

We choseto use twodifferent methods so thatwe might
compare their performances. STEPIT's performance in
simulations was comparableto that of the downhill sim
plex method except that the latter tended to become
trapped in local minima more often thandid STEPIT. As
withany function minimization, we recommend comput
ing the solution to the minimization several times with
differentinitialvalues. Manycommonmathpackages for
mainframe computers have function minimization pro
grams that may be suited to this problem. EST2 is easily
adapted to use other minimization programs, including
STEPIT.

The penalty function P has two components:

B

b

D
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of the locations of knownpointsdisplayedon the screen.
We do not have such measurements, but rather informa
tionconcerning collinearity andorthogonality. Polynomial
approximations to D" andtr are fitted, subject to the con
straints that they preserve measuredcollinearity and or
thogonality (recallthat D"and Drare the two scalar func
tions that togethermakeup the vectorfunction D). In this
section, we describe the estimation procedure. To make
the presentation clearer, assume that the two reference
points (xo,Yo) and (Xt ,yt) are mapped to (0,0) and (1,1),
as suggested in Figure 4. We usedbothquadraticand cu
bic polynomials in x andY to approximate D" and tr. The
cubic approximating functions were denotedas follows:

D"(x,Y) = ao+atx+a2y+a3x2+a4xy+asT+a6.r

+a7x2y+asTx+agY

DV(x,y) = bo+btx+b2y+b3r+b4xy+bsT

+b6.r+b7ry+bsTx+bgY. (4)

The quadratic equations are simply the cubic equations
with the last four coefficients set to zero. The cubicequa
tions have a total of 20 unknown coefficients (ao, ... ,ag)
and (bo, . . . ,bg) ; the quadratic have a total of 12. Two of
the coefficientscan be removedin either set of equations
by a simple trick. The choiceof the origin in the internal
coordinate system is built into the graphics hard
ware/software interface. We can, however, establishby
conventionthat the fixed referencepoint (xo,yo) is the in
ternal origin (0,0). We need only remember to add the
offsets Xo and Yo to any internal coordinates before dis
play. Then we choose (uo, vo) to be (0,0), which can al-
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FIgureS. ThreenoncoIIInear points A,D,andC. The noncoIIInear
ity penalty is tP.

The term C, which penalizes noncollinearity, is then
defined. Figure 5 illustratesour choice of noncollinear
ity penalty. For any set of threepoints, the deviation from
collinearity is the line segment of length d. The square
of d is the desired measureof noncollinearity for this tri
ple." Supposethat the three points are A = (xa,Ya), BO =
(Xb,Yb), and C = (Xe,Ye) as shownin Figure 5, withB be
tween the other two. Let Xb = xb-Xa,Yb = Yb-Ya, Xc =
x, - Xa, and Ye = Ye -Ya' Let N, = ..JXbXb+YbYb, the
length of the line denoted AB, and N, = ..JXcXc+YeYe,
the length of the line denoted AC. Then

XbXc+YbYe
cosO = --"-"-..,,...,,...

NbNe

and

d = NbsinO.

Suppose thereareM triplesindexed byj = I, ... ,M, each
of which has penalty dj • Then we define

M

qD) = Ed 2
•

j=1 j

The procedure for estimatingthe coefficients a.b, in
volves writinga computerprogram that minimizes P for
a given set of calibrationdata by choice of coefficients.
As noted above, any of a number of standard function
minimization programs canbe usedto find thecoefficients
that minimize P for the given calibration data. Appen
dix B contains an example of such a program.

We also performed simulations of the fitting process,
not reported here, to determine how many calibration
measurements were needed to reliably fit a quadratic or
cubicgeometric distortion function, giventhe levelof dis
tortion we encounteredfor the ffiM EGO. One hundred
calibrationmeasurements were sufficientto fit quadratic
geometricdistortion functions similarto the one we esti
mated. About140suffice for thecubic.Thesevalues vary
with the degree and kind of distortion present.

Results
The ffiM EGO was attached to an ffiM PC/AT. The

observer's station from which calibrationmeasurements
were taken was a distanceof 2.07 m from the middleof
the screen. An illuminated white surround, as shown in
Figure 1, rendered the pronouncedly curvedglasssurface
of the EGO not visible. The observer saw only bright
whitepoints againsta blackbackground that had a white
surround. The CRT was ron in high-resolution mode,
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350x 640 pixel resolution. At the calibrationdistance, a
horizontalstep was on average 38 sec of arc and a verti
cal step was 50 sec of arc. The straightedge was placed
at the distance of the white surround, 1.83 m from the
observer. Bothobservershad corrected-to-normal vision.

The vision of each observer was tested and corrected
to 20/15 or better by an optometrist in the week preced
ing the first calibration measurements. Both observers
were slightly myopic and woreglasses throughout calibra
tion. As noted above, distortions introduced by glasses
or visualdefectsdo not affect the accuraryof the method.
Both observers together made 145 calibration measure
ments using Procedure I and 64 calibration measurements
usingProcedure 2. Only two measurements usingProce
dure 2 were actually needed.

The remaining measurments taken using Procedure 2
allowed us to assess the reliability of each observer and
the agreementbetweenthem. As the data in Figure 2 in
dicate, bothobservers wereaccurate to the pixel. The two
observersagreed in their estimatesto within I pixel. No
better agreement is to be expected.

We fit quadraticand cubic polynomials to the calibra
tion data (145collineartriples) to estimatethe geometric
distortionfunction. Two methods were usedto assessthe
quality of fit of the geometric distortion.

1. Refitting. Thecollinearity data on which the estimates
were based were refit. If the geometricdistortion func
tion accurately captured the distortion present, then all
triples of collinear points used in the estimation proce
dure should be rendered collinear. Weconsequently wrote
evaluation programs EVAL2(quadratic) andEVAL3(cu
bic), whichtook each triple of measuredcollinearpoints
and transformed them by means of the estimated geo
metric distortion function. We then computed (in pixel
units) howfar the transformed middle pointwasfromper
fect collinearity. For eachcalibration measurement, there
can be as manyas two errors, one in the horizontalcoor
dinate, the other in the vertical. The numberand magni
tude of errors is the measureof goodness of fit. Because
of the discrete nature of the internal (pixel)coordinates,
a small deviation in estimation or correction can create
a l-pixel error in the x- or y-coordinate due to "round
ing." The best indication of a good fit then is an absence
of errors greater than 1 pixel and no obviousspatialpat
tern in the occurrenceof l-pixel errors across the extent
of the CRT.

The quadraticpolynomial rendered 123of the 145col
linear triples exactly collinear. There were no errors
greater than 1 pixel. We could discern no pattern in the
locationon the CRT of the 22 remaining l-pixel errors.
The cubic polynomial improved upon this fit by reduc
ing the number of l-pixel errors to 19. The lack of pat
tern in the quadratic errors, together with simulation
results indicating that the 22 l-pixel errors are consistent
with the number of errors due to rounding, suggest that
the quadratic fit is adequate.

2. Remeasurement, The estimated geometric distortion
functions are of value to the extent that they can be used
to correct noveldata, data not used in the processof esti-
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mation. We took two additional sets of collinearity mea
surements: 28 after 18 daysand26 after56 days. We took
these additional measurements over a period of several
weeks in order to assessthe stability over time of the geo
metric distortion. We applied EVAU/EVAL3 to these
measurements. The numberand magnitude of errorswere
again the measure of goodness of fit.

The fit was superb. A geometric correction function
based on the quadratic perfectly corrected 54 out of 54
of the new x-eoordinatesand 53 out of 54 of the new y
coordinates. The remainingy-eoordinate was in error by
I pixel. For the cubic, there wasalsoonlya single l-pixel
error across both sets. Both estimated polynomials were
able to correct independentdata with high precision. On
the basis of these results we would have no reason to
prefer the cubic to the quadratic.

0.5 pixel. We test the accuracyof the calibrationempiri
cally and outline the mathematical results that underlie
it. This method should readily extend to other CRT dis
plays and flat-panel displays (see Tannas, 1985)that ex
perience geometric distortion.
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Summary
The mapping between the internal Cartesian coordinates

specified by graphics hardware and software and posi
tion on a CRT screen typically exhibits some degree of
geometric distortion. Other methods for estimating this
distortion rely on precise measurements of position of
points on the display. As the availableresolutionof CRT
screens increases, it becomes increasingly more difficult
and expensive to measure the distortion in this mapping
by these methods.

We present a simple method for determining the map
ping between internal coordinatesand the viewing plane
that is highlyaccurate and requiresonly that an observer,
using a calibration program, adjust triples of displayed
points until they are collinear. Human observers are ex
tremelyaccurateat this alignment task. No measurements
of absolute position are needed.

We describe the calibration of an mM EGD in high
resolution mode (350x 640 pixels). We illustrate how to
use the estimated mapping to choose internalcoordinates
to draw undistorted figures that are accurate to within

NOTES

I. The internalcoordinate system is the coordinate system used by
the graphicssoftwareon the computer, the x,y-coordinates referenced
in graphicsconunands. We consistently usex,y in referringto internal
coordinates,and u,v in referringto externalcoordinates (described be
low). The ffiM EGDsoftwareanddocumentation availableto us refers
to the horizontal axis as the y-axisand the vertical axis as the .r-axis.
The vertical (.I) axis increasesin goingfrom top to bottom. We follow
these conventions in description.

2. Requests for listings of the programs should be sentto Laurence T.
Maloney, Department of Psychology, NewYorkUniversity, 6 Washing
ton Place, New York, NY 10003.

3. We have not located published proofs of these propositions.
Robert A. Mayans of AT&TBen Laboratories has provenboth of these
propositions.

4 .We can get three differentmeasures of noncollinearity, sinceany
of the three pointscan be consideredas the deviantprojectingonto the
line determined by the other two points. In practice, if triples of col
linearpointsare spacedappreciable distances across the screen, one of
these noncoUinearity measureswill be small and the others large, and
it sufficesto take the minimum as the penalty. We took a differentap
proach. In takingcalibration measurements, we made sure that the sec
ondof thethree points recorded wasalways thepointthathad thesmallest
deviationfrom the line determinedby the other two. This convention
simplified the computation of this measure.

APPENDIX A
INVERT2

Tolerance values for proximity to root (btol) and magnitude of
iterated change (xtol) must be supplied.
A tolerance for a singular Jacobian should also be provided.

Press, W. H., Flannery, B. P., Teulosky, S. A., & Vetterling, W. T.,
NUMERICAL RECIPES; THE ART OF SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING.
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1986).

Find x,y such that f(x,y) - (u,v) where f is the quadratic
specified by subroutines fx, fy and commons xcoeff, ycoeff.
The method used is a two-dimensional extension of Newton-Raphson
root-finding applied to the function f(x,y)-(u,v). For details,
see:

Copyright (1988) Laurence T. Maloneyinvert2 quadratic version.

c ----------------------------~-----------------------------------------------
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
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c This program written for the Fortran 77 compiler provided with
c UNIX* 4.2 BSD on a SUN 3/160 workstation.
c
c Portability: I/O units must be assigned appropriately.

c *UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Labs.

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

c All floating point computation is in double precision.

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

subroutine invert(u,v,x,y,xtol,btol,dettol)
double precision u,v,x,y,xtol,btol,dettol

integer stderr, stdin, stdout
parameter(stderr~0,stdin~5,stdout~6)

double precision fx,fy,dfxdx,dfxdy,dfydx,dfydy
double precision bx,by,dxx,dxy,dyx,dyy,detJ

double precision dx,dy

c -------------

x~u

y=v
1 continue

bx = fx(x,y)-u
by - fy(x,y)-v

if (abs (bx) +abs (by) .le.btol) return

c Compute Jacobian at (x,y)
dxx - dfxdx(x,y)
dxy = dfxdy(x,y)
dyx = dfydx(x,y)
dyy = dfydy(x,y)

c solve JdX = b

detJ - dxx*dyy-dxy*dyx
if (abs(detJ) .le.dettol) then

write (stderr, 80) x,y
80 format(' invert: singular Jacobian at ' ,2f12.4)

stop
endif

dx - (-dyy*bx+dxy*by)/detJ
dy = (dyx*bx-dxx*by)/detJ

x - x + dx
Y - Y + dy

if(abs(dx)+abs(dy) .It.xtol) return

goto 1
end

Read and echo coefficientsrdcoef

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c
c
c

subroutine rdcoef

integer stderr, stdin, stdout
parameter (stderr=O, stdin=5, stdout=6)
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double precision xX,xy,xxx,xxy,xyy
common Ixcoeffl xx,xy,xxx,xxy,xyy

double precision yX,yy,yxx,yxy,yyy
common Iycoeffl yX,yy,yxx,yxy,yyy

c ---------------

read(stdin,*) xX,xy,xxx,xxy,xyy
read(stdin,*) yX,yy,yxx,yxy,yyy

write (stdout,' (/)')
write(stdout,80) xX,xy,xxx,xxy,xyy
write (stdout, 80) yX,yy,yxx,yxy,yyy
write (stdout, , (/l')

80 format(5f15.8)
end

fitting function (x coord)fx

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c
c
c

double precision function fx(xv,yv)

double precision xV,yv

double precision xX,xy,xxx,xxy,xyy
common Ixcoeffl xx,xy,xxx,xxy,xyy

fx = xx*xv + xy*yv + xxy*xv*yv + xyy*yv*yv + xxx*xv*xv

return
end

fitting function (y coord)fy

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c
c
c

double precision function fy(xv,yv)

double precision xV,yv

double precision yx,yy,yxx,yxy,yyy
common Iycoeffl yX,yy,yxx,yxy,yyy

fy = yx*xv + yy*yv + yxy*xv*yv + yyy*yv*yv + yxx*xv*xv

return
end

fitting function (x coord)dfxdx

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c
c
c

double precision function dfxdx(xv,yv)

double precision xV,yv

double precision xX,xy,xxx,xxy,xyy
common Ixcoeffl xX,xy,xxx,xxy,xyy

dfxdx - xx + xxy*yv + 2dO*xxx*xv

return
end
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c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c dfxdy fitting function (x coord)
c
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

double precision function dfxdy(xv,yv)

double precision xV,yv

double precision xX,xy,xxx,xxy,xyy
common Ixcoeffl xX,xy,xxx,xxy,xyy

dfxdy = xy + xxy*xv + 2dO*xyy*yv

return
end

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c dfydx fitting function (y coord)
c
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

double precision function dfydx(xv,yv)

double precision xV,yv

double precision yx,yy,yxx,yxy,yyy
common Iycoeffl yX,yy,yxx,yxy,yyy

dfydx = yx + yxy*yv + 2dO*yxx*xv

return
end

fitting function (y coord)dfydy

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c
c
c

double precision function dfydy(xv,yv)

double precision xV,yv

double precision yx,yy,yxx,yxy,yyy
common Iycoeffl yx,yy,yxx,yxy,yyy

dfydy = yy + yxy*xv + 2dO*yyy*yv

return
end

APPENDIXB
EST2

Find the quadratic geometric distortion function (Du,Dv) that
provides best fit to a given set of collinearity data.

Input data format specified in routine rddata below.
Uses the downhill simplex minimization algorithm described in:

Press, W. H., Flannery, B. P., Teulosky, S. A., & Vetterling, W. T.,
NUMERICAL RECIPES; THE ART OF SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING.
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1986).

Copyright (1988) Laurence T. Maloneyquadratic version.est2

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
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c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

c This program written for the Fortran 77 compiler provided with
c UNIX* 4.2 BSD on a SUN 3/160 workstation.
c
c Portability: Calls to 'flush()' are specific to UNIX and may
c simply be omitted. I/O units must be assigned appropriately.

c *UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Labs.

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

c All floating point computation is in double precision.

c I/O units [UNIX]:
c stdin input all data, initial values
c stdout output describing fit
c stderr errors and debugging output

c stderr may be set to stdin on non-UNIX systems.

integer stderr, stdin, stdout
parameter (stderr=O, stdin=5, stdout=6)

c -------------------

c A. ORIGIN, SCALE of the graphics device coord system.
c These four constants control scaling and translation between
c usual graphics coordinate system measured in pixel units and
c the coordinate system we use internally, the unit square.
c (xO,yO) is the pixel origin which maps to (0,0) internally.
c delx, dely are the sizes of the sides of the unit square in
c pixels.

double prec~s~on xO, yO, delx, dely
common /origin/ xO, yO, delx, dely

c We keep two copies of all data read in, one copy in pixel
c units ('raw') as integer variables, the other in unit
c square units as double precision variables.

c -------------------
c B. FIXED POINT DATA. These data constrain the linear component
c of the transformation. See 'rddata' for format.

integer NFIX
parameter (NFIX=3)
double precision fixx(NFIX), fixy(NFIX)
double precision fixu(NFIX), fixv(NFIX)
common /fix/ fixx,fixy,fixu,fixv

integer rfixx(NFIX), rfixy(NFIX)
common /rawfix/ rfixx,rfixy

c -------------------

c C. COLLINEARITY DATA. Triples of (x,y) coords intended to
c be collinear after transform applied. These data constrain
c the nonlinear component of the transform. See 'rddata' for
c format.

c The projection of the point v2 onto the line determined by
c vi, v3 must lie between vi and v3 (i.e. v2 is the middle
c point of the nearly collinear triple vi, v2, v3. Routine
c 'colpen' below tests to be sure this condition holds.

integer NCOL
parameter (NCOL=lOOO)

integer n
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double precision vlx(NCOL),vly(NCOL)
double precision v2x(NCOL),v2y(NCOL)
double precision v3x(NCOL),v3y(NCOL)
common Idatl n, vlx, vly, v2x, v2y, v3x, v3y

integer rVlx(NCOL) ,rvly(NCOL)
integer rv2x(NCOL),rv2y(NCOL)
integer rv3x(NCOL) ,rv3y(NCOL)
common Irawdatl rvlx, rvly, rv2x, rv2y, rv3x, rv3y

c -------------------

c D. COEFFICIENTS of the quadratic fitting functions Du and Dv.
c Note there are no constant terms. We are assuming that the
c pixel origin maps to (0,0) in unit square coords.

c Du(x,y) c(l)*x + c(2)*y + c(3)*x**2 + c(4)*xy + c(5)*y**2
c Dv(x,y) = c(6)*x + c(7)*y + c(8)*x**2 + c(9)*xy + c(10)*y**2

integer NCOEFFS
parameter (NCOEFFS=lO)
double precision c{NCOEFFS)

c -------------------
c Variables needed for the downhill simplex minimization algorithm.
c See Press et al.

integer NMAX, NMAXI
parameter (NMAX=10,NMAX1=NMAX+l)

double precision LAMBDA
parameter (LAMBDA=0.05dO)

double precision q(NMAX1), p(NMAXl,NMAX), tmp(NMAX)

c -------------------

integer i, j, ndim, iter
double precision ftol

c The penalty function to be minimized.

double precision loss
external loss

integer count
common Icountl count

c -------------------

c Read initial values of coefficients.
read(stdin, *) (c (i), i=l,NCOEFFS)
write {stdout, 80) (c{i),i-1,NCOEFFS)

80 format(9f8.4)

c Read, echo, and transform data to unit square coords.
call rddata

c Initialize the simplex
ndim = NMAX
do 170 i=O,ndim
do 150 j=l,ndim
if (Leq. j) then

p{i+1,j)=c{j)+LAMBDA
tmp(j)=c{j)+LAMBDA

else
p{i+l,j)=c{j)
tmp ( j ) =c ( j )

endif
150 continue

q{i+l)=loss{tmp)
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1?0 continue

c Find functions Du, Dv which minimize penalty function for the
c given data.

count a 0
ftol a1d-10
call amoeba(p,q,NMAX1,NMAX,ndim,ftol,loss,iter)

c Write out the final coefficients [c(j) - p(l,j)]
write(stdout,' (I)')
write(stdout,82) (p(1,j),ja1,5)
write (stdout, 82) (p(1,j),j=6,10)
write (stdout,' (Il')

82 format(5f15.8)

end

ydel

1 1
-1 0
o -1

xdelyOxO

A value of -1 means no constraint.
In the example, the third point must map to an x
value of 0 but may be anywhere on that edge.

The fixed points are followed by triples of x,y
points (6 integers) which are taken to be collinear in
external u,v space. The fitting program will minimize
their deviations from collinearity.

fixx (1) fixy (1)
fixx(2) fixy(2)
fixx(3) fixy(3)

Read and echo data

These mapping represent constraints that the final
fitting maps should satisfy.

Then NFIX x,y pairs termed 'fixed points' are read.
Each is coded as a quadruple of integers as
each pair x,y is accompanied by a u,v pair that
it is constrained to map to.
Typical quadruples would be

First the origin and scale of the x,y coords are
read. All reads use FORTRAN?? list format.

(C)

(B)

(A)

rddata

Format:

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

subroutine rddata

integer stderr, stdin, stdout
parameter (stderr=O, stdin=5, stdout=6)

c -------------------

c A. ORIGIN, SCALE of graphics device coord system.

double prec~s~on xO, yO, de1x, de1y
common loriginl xO, yO, delx, dely

c -------------------
c B. FIXED POINT DATA

integer NFIX
parameter (NFIX"'3)
double precision fixx(NFIX), fixy(NFIX)
double precision fixu(NFIX), fixv(NFIX)
common Ifixl fixx,fixy,fixu,fixv
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integer rfixx(NFIX), rfixy(NFIX)
common Irawfixl rfixx,rfixy

c -------------------

c C. COLLINEARITY DATA

integer NCOL
parameter (NCOL=lOOO)

double precision vlx(NCOL),vly(NCOL)
double precision'v2x(NCOL),v2y(NCOL)
double precision v3x(NCOL),v3y(NCOL)

integer n

common Idatl n, vlx, vly, v2x, v2y, v3x, v3y

integer rvlx(NCOL),rvly(NCOL)
integer rv2x(NCOL),rv2y(NCOL)
integer rv3x(NCOL),rv3y(NCOL)

common Irawdatl rvlx, rVly, rv2x, rv2y, rv3x, rv3y

c -------------------

integer i

c -------------------

c The transformed values are double precision and fall
c in the unit square. All computations are done in terms
c of the transformed values.

c Read origin, scale of graphics device. E.g. Delx is the
c length of the line from (0,0) to (1,1) in pixels.
c (xO,yO) is the origin in pixel coordinates.

read(stdin,*) xO, yO, delx, dely
write (stdout,' (/4f20. SI I)') xO, yO, delx, dely

c The origin maps to the origin automatically by choice of
c the polynomial fitting functions. Three more points
c are needed to pin the coordinate system. These points
c define horizontal and vertical.

c Read 'fixed points' .
do 100 i=l,NFIX
read(stdin,*) rfixx(i), rfixy(i), fixu(i), fixv(i)
fixx(i) - rfixx(i)
fixy(i) - rfixy(i)

100 continue

c read data to be fit (3 points at a time)
n=O

2 continue
read(stdin,*,end=3) rVlx(n+l),rvly(n+l)
read(stdin,*) rv2x(n+l),rv2y(n+l)
read (stdin, *) rv3x (n+l) " rv3y (n+l)
n-n+l
vlx(n) = rvlx(n)
vly(n) = rvly(n)
v2x(n) = rv2x(n)
v2y(n) = rv2y(n)
v3x(n) = rv3x(n)
v3y(n) = rv3y(n)
if (n.ge.NCOL) pause 'rddata: too many data points.'
goto 2

3 continue

c Change coords so that, output rectangle in the unit square
c for convenience.
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do 300 i=l,NFIX
write(stdout,82) rfixx(i) , rfixy(i), fixu(i), fixv(i)
fixx(i) - (fixx(i)-xO)/delx
fixy(i) - (fixy(i)-yO)/dely

300 continue

write (stdout, , (/)')

c Confirm remaining input and transform to the unit square
do 400 i-l,n
write(stdout,80) rvlx(i),rvly(i),rv2x(i),rv2y(i),rv3x(i),rv3y(i)
vlx(i) - (vlx(i)-xO)/delx
v2x(i) - (v2x(i)-xO)/delx
v3x(i) - (v3x(i)-xO)/delx
vly(i) - (vly(i)-yO)/dely
v2y(i) a (v2y(i)-yO)/dely
v3y(i) - (v3y(i)-yO)/dely

400 continue

write (stdout,' (I)')

call flush(stdout)

return
80 format (6ilO)
82 format(2ilO,2flO.3)

end

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c loss Compute the penalty for the current function.
c
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

double precision function lass(c)

c -------------------

c D. COEFFICIENTS of Du, Dv

integer NCOEFFS
parameter (NCOEFFS=lO)

double precision c(NCOEFFS)

c Relative weight of fixed point penalty versus collinearity
c penalty.

double precision BETA
parameter (BETA=lOOOOdO)

c -------------------

c B. FIXED POINT DATA.
c Only the internal copies of the data needed.

integer NFIX
parameter (NFIX=3)
double precision fixx(NFIX), fixy(NFIX)
double precision fixu(NFIX), fixv(NFIX)
common Ifixl fixx,fixy,fixu,fixv

c -------------------

c C. COLLINEARITY DATA.

integer NCOL
parameter (NCOL=lOOO)
double precision vlx(NCOL),vly(NCOL)
double precision v2x(NCOL),v2y(NCOL)
double precision v3x(NCOL),v3y(NCOL)
common Idatl n, vlx, vly, v2x, v2y, v3x, v3y
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c -------------------

c Count calls to loss by minimization program. Used to
c selectively print debugging output every 50 calls.

integer count
common /count/ count

c Functions called (colpen is collinearity penalty) .
double precision Du, Dv, colpen

double prec~s~on sum, fixed
integer i, n, errl, err2, err3, sumerl, sumer2, sumer3
double precision ax,ay,bx,by,cx,cy

c -------------------

c Compute penalties for fixed points. Recall that a code of
c -1 in fixv[xy] means no constraint and therefore no penalty.

fixed=OdO
do 100 i=l,NFIX
if (fixu(i).gt.-0.5) then

fixed = fixed+(fixu(i)-Du(fixx(i),fixy(i) ,c))**2
endif
if (fixv(i) .gt.-0.5) then

fixed = fixed+(fixv(i)-Dv(fixx(i) ,fixy(i),c))**2
endif

100 continue

c Now tranform each of the triples intended to be collinear
c by the candidate function and compute the collinearity
c penalty. For convenience, the routine 'colpen' returns
c other pieces of information about the quality of the fit
c in terms of pixel units. See colpen.

sum = OdO
sumerl 0
sumer2 = 0
sumer3 = 0
do 200 i=l,n
ax - Du(vlx(i),vly(i),c)
ay - Dv(vlx(i),vly(i),c)
bx = Du(v2x(i),v2y(i),c)
by = Dv(v2x(i),v2y(i),c)
ex - Du(v3x(i),v3y(i),c)
cy - Dv(v3x(i),v3y(i),c)
sum=sum+colpen(ax,ay,bx,by,cx,cy,errl,err2,err3)
sumerl - sumerl + errl
sumer2 = sumer2 + err2
sumer3 - sumer3 + err3

200 continue

loss = sum + BETA*fixed
c The following is debugging output which may be eliminated
c or reduced in quantity without affecting the program.

count = count + 1
if ( 50*(count/50) .eq. count) then

write(0,70) count, sum, fixed, loss, (c(i),i-l,NCOEFFS)
70 format(/' ss', rs. 3f20.lS,/(Sfl5.7»)

write(0,72) sumerl
72 format(' Number collinearity errors exceeding one half pixel: ' ,is)

write(0,74) sumer2
74 format(' Number collinearity errors exceeding one pixel: ',is)

write(0,76) sumer3
76 format(' Number collinearity errors exceeding two pixels: ',is)

call flush (0)
endif

return
end
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Return the squared norm of the distance between the point
bx,by and the line determined by ax,ay,cx,cy.

colpen

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c
c
c
c

double precision function colpen(ax,ay,bx,by,cx,cy,errl,err2,err3)
double precision ax,ay,bx,by,cx,cy
integer errl, err2, err3

c -------------------

c A. ORIGIN, SCALE of the graphics device coord system.

double precision xO, yO, delx, dely
common /origin/ xO, yO, delx, dely

double precision dx,dy,ex,ey,errx,erry
double precision norme2,alpha

c change affine origin to vector a.
dx - bx-ax
dy - by-ay
ex = cx-ax
ey cy-ay

c alpha is proportion of vector e occupied by projection of
c vector d. Let d.e denote the inner product of the vectors
c d and e. then the length of the projection is d.e/lel and the
c proportion is d.e/leI A2.

norme2 = ex*ex + ey*ey
alpha - (dx*ex + dy*ey}/norme2

c if alpha is not in (O,l) then then b is not between a
c and c and we've blown it.

if «alpha.lt.O) .or. (alpha.gt.l.O)) then
write(O,76} alpha

76 format(' colpen: alpha out of range: ' ,f20.l0}
endif

c Compute the error vector.

errx - dx - alpha*ex
erry - dy - alpha*ey

c Count errors of various magnitudes (pixel units) .

errl - 0
if (abs(errx}*delx.gt.O.5) errl - errl+l
if (abs(erry)*dely.gt.O.5) errl - errl+l

err2 - 0
if (abs(errx)*delx.gt.l.O) err2 - err2+l
if (abs(erry)*dely.gt.l.O) err2 - err2+l

err3 - 0
if (abs(errx)*delx.gt.2.0) err3 = err3+l
if (abs(erry)*dely.gt.2.0) err3 - err3+l

colpen = errx*errx + erry*erry

return
end

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Du function of quadratic (u coord)Du

c ------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c
c
c
c
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double precision function Du(x,y,c)

integer NCOEFFS
parameter (NCOEFFS=lOl

double precision c(NCOEFFS)
double precision x,y

Du = c(ll*x + c(2)*y + c(3)*x*x + c(4l*x*y + c(5l*y*y

return
end

c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c Dv Dv function of quadratic (v coord)
c
c ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

double precision function Dv(x,y,c)

integer NCOEFFS
parameter (NCOEFFS=lO)

double precision c(NCOEFFSl
double precision x,y

Dv = c(6l*x + c(7l*y + c(8l*x*x + c(9l*x*y + c(lOl*y*y

return
end

(Manuscript received February 18, 1988;
revision accepted for publication April 18, 1988.)


